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	Paragraph-Q3Ni2gNzEm: During my most recent panic attack, I was at a crowded shopping mall. I was looking for a birthday gift for my daughter, and as I walked through the bustling mall, I suddenly felt overwhelmed by the noise, the people, and the bright lights. It was as if everything closed in on me, and I couldn't escape.
	Text-b2PcHjobby: I'm going to pass out right here in the middle of the mall.
	Text-ZgROpEG-kw: This always happens to me; I can't handle crowded places.
	Text-25xyemksUl: Everyone is staring at me, and it's my fault for not being able to cope.
	Paragraph-QCXk2rBGfx: On a scale from 1 to 10, I would rate the distress caused by these thoughts at around 8. It felt like a life-threatening situation, and I was terrified.
	Paragraph-Fv9bRNnBC7: Catastrophic thinking: "I may feel uncomfortable, but I've felt this way before, and it doesn't mean I'll pass out."
Overgeneralization: "This is a challenging situation, but it's not always like this, and I can learn to manage it."
Personalization: "Most people are too busy with their own lives to notice me, and even if they do, it's not my fault."
	Paragraph-olxqyW4Xpd: During our session, my healthcare practitioner pointed out that I engaged in "catastrophizing" and "mind-reading" cognitive distortions. I tend to imagine the worst possible outcome and assume that others are thinking negatively about me.
	Paragraph-uECkcRDmZw: My healthcare practitioner and I discussed various coping strategies, including deep breathing exercises, grounding techniques, and cognitive restructuring. I'm learning to use diaphragmatic breathing to calm my physical sensations and mindfulness exercises to stay present in overwhelming situations.
	Paragraph-4qDPUzaaVz: Before our next session, I will practice these coping strategies in less overwhelming environments, gradually exposing myself to crowded places. My goal is to feel more in control and less fearful when encountering similar situations.
	Paragraph-q89Vh8Huia: I look forward to discussing my progress during our next session and gaining more insights into how I can effectively become aware of and manage upsetting thoughts during panic attacks.
	Paragraph-mdffT2_1AC: During this session, I felt supported and encouraged in my journey to understand and control my panic attacks. My healthcare practitioner has been a valuable resource in helping me gain a better understanding of my thought patterns and develop practical coping strategies.


